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ABSTRACT
The study aims to analyze and identify how peacock model pedagogy improves the intervention and innovation catalyst in the new
normal perspective of teaching and learning among the respondents. The study employs both a descriptive quantitative and qualitative
research approach and design because it is used in analysing the intervention and innovative catalyst in the new normal perspective of
teaching and learning. Purposive sampling is utilized in gathering the sample size of the study. It is a selection of intentional formats
based on the concept that elucidates the specific theme or phenomenon of the study. This study comprised thirty six (36) respondents.
Results show that students are actively participating and developing quality of leadership and initiative and are actively participating
through exchange of ideas and interactions in the peacock model pedagogy on innovation of teaching and learning, participation, with a
weighted mean of 4.06 or Agree which shows that students are actively participating and developing quality of leadership and initiative
and are participating actively through exchange of ideas and interactions, questioning and experimentation, with a weighted mean of 3.66
or Agree which shows that students are able to frame learning related questions and inquisitive lessons for discussion and are able to
frame learning related questions but have difficulties in exploring to answer the question raised among them, empathy and cooperation,
with a weighted mean of 3.75 or Agree which shows that students are empathetic towards both the known and unknown persons in the
pedagogy of learning in the new normal and are actively empathetic towards the known but only sympathetic towards the unknown
process of learning, aesthetic and creative expression of knowledge, with a weighted mean of 3.75 or Agree which shows that students
are aesthetic and creative in their new normal learning perspective pedagogy and are aesthetic and creative in their online classes as part
of their innovative learning perspective. Findings show that there is a significant difference in the peacock model pedagogy that improves
the intervention and innovation catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching and learning as observed by the respondents.
Keywords: Peacock model pedagogy, Intervention and innovation of teaching, Catalyst of teaching, Peacock model, Participation of
learning, Empathy and cooperation, Aesthetic and creative expression of knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION
Education is an institutional that serves the community for
knowledge improvement and innovation. It is a sustainable,
comprehensible, superb that meets the challenges and evolves
the fast-changing trends in the quality of teaching and learning,
especially in the new normal perspective of the educational
system that is unpredictable in the globalized world. How
ready is the educational system in the implementation the new
normal? The trend of the educational pedagogy in online
learning explores the academic designs that suit the need of the
learner’s competency and student development in various
learning literacy on enhanced learning and collaborative
technology. It provides various transitions in the new normal
readiness and implementation of online learning for both
students and teachers in terms of access to link to the internet,
effective platform online learning, access to digital work, and
online teaching school practices. Online learning in various
pedagogy of learning tools and resources is based on the
innovation and intervention that empowers the creative
technology and creative activity that connects the learning
process as an advantage among students to customize
flexibility and learning process to improve dynamic technology
and innovation to enhance the professional skills in the
demand of the new normal teaching and learning perspective
catalyst that will be helpful in the access of the online teaching
practices among the learners (Mallillin, Mendoza, Mallillin,
Felix, & Lipayon, 2020). On the other hand, the educational
innovation and intervention as a catalyst to the pedagogy of

teaching and learning in the new normal perspective outline
the direction which is potential for effective innovation to be
integrated into the schools, colleges, and universities. The
desired effect should be implemented and increase in the
intervention and based-innovation transformation in the
system of education. Innovation and intervention must be done
through knowledge integration in online classes enhancement
and learning of students that influences the lecturers in the
technology of teaching that focuses on professional knowledge
and belief in the enhancement of student learning. The
innovation and intervention catalyst identifies gaps and issues
in online classes in knowledge integration to enhance
pedagogy of learning among students. It focuses on techniques
utilized on the impact of students that deals with behavior and
attitude of the learners on the knowledge integration during
the online classes in the new normal perspectives. On the other
hand, integration of knowledge innovation and intervention
catalyst has issues in the online classes as to internet
connection which is slow and weak that affect the learning
process and enhancement through technology and program for
virtual knowledge of learning. This distracts the students from
the adoption of learning and struggles in online learning
classes (Mallillin, Carag, Mallillin, & Laurel, 2020). The
systematic educational innovation provides the potential
direction for effective interventions in the educational setting
and integration being utilized in the schools, colleges, and
universities to produce the desired effect in the increased
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transformation and innovation of the educational system
pedagogy and catalyst. The intervention and innovation
catalyst highlights the online efficiency and online learningintensive approaches using the peacock model of learning and
pedagogy. Moreover, innovation and intervention catalyst
evolution are very important and essential in the online
learning classes because it plays an important role in the
creation of sustainable techniques in teaching in the
development of the educational system and setting that
resembles the innovation mutation process to better equip the
learning process. This involves the various domains of learning
in the academic performance of students in the new normal or
online classes. The various domains of learning are designed in
the various activities based on the needs of students in their
online learning classes to explore their knowledge and
activities participation in in-depth subject learning. It provides
to assist lecturers in their innovation of teaching intervention
and catalyst based on the learning process and enhancement of
students in terms of the psychomotor, affective, and cognitive
domain of learning. It also identifies the extent of the learning
domains and academic performance of students in the area of
academic achievement, attitude, and behavior in their studies
and skills of learning. It also provides the ability to uphold the
lesson through proper implementation and execution in the
cognitive learning to have active attention among students
through proper motivation to respond and to learn and satisfy
on their worth and attitude, preference, acceptance, and belief
on value and commitment in the affective domain of learning
that can relate to student body movement, coordination or
touch, auditory, visual, and the ability to provide knowledge
and information in the psychomotor domain of learning
environment. The domain of learning in the performance of
students in their academics acquire knowledge and skills for
different situations in the learning skills of students who will
participate in the different activities in the classroom especially
in the behavior and attitude of students in their studies. It also
focuses on the provided lesson for better results and output in
the academic performance and learning process of students in
the various domains of learning (Mallillin, 2020). In addition,
the intervention and innovation catalyst in the new normal
perspective of teaching and learning must have a framework to
be followed in the online learning process and enhancement of
students because it provides educational pedagogy that
implements the peacock model acquisition during the shifting
of the traditional classroom setting to online teaching setting. It
is a pinnacle of the vision and life attitude of the learners since
the process of education learning is continuous. It emphasizes
the framework and analyses the process of online classes and
learning guide and improvement of the tool of teaching during
the new normal perspective of learning. It identifies the various
frameworks in the innovation and intervention catalyst in the
implementation of online teaching classes, teaching mode of
delivery, support and process of the school system as a guide in
the educational setting in the system during the new normal
process of teaching and learning. It also introduces virtual

Independent variable
Peacock model
pedagogy

reality design as part of the catalyst in innovation and
intervention in teaching online. It possesses the potential
application process in online teaching and learning in a
systematic educational setting design and existence for the
purpose that displays the learning process. It also supports the
delivery mode, learning process, student needs, and teaching
needs in the instruction and modality of online teaching and
learning to improve and boost the ability and potential of
students. It also provides guides in online teaching and
learning for student tools in the new normal perspective
(Mallillin, Mallillin, Carag, Collado, & Largo, 2020).
The peacock model pedagogy on the intervention and
innovation catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching
and learning is anchored on extrinsic and intrinsic motivation
from the perspective of the Self-Determination Theory (SDT)
Ryan and Deci (2020). This theory defines the practice of
teaching in the new normal online classes. It is a factor that
understands the broad framework on STD that undermines the
facilitation of autonomous motivation as intrinsic and extrinsic
in the direct relevance and issues in the educational setting. It
shows that both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation are wellinternalized and predicts the positive array and outcome
across the educational varied cultural context and level to
support and enhance student needs in their new normal
perspective learning as to psychological needs, relatedness,
competence and autonomy. It provides a dynamic link for both
students and teachers, motivation as teachers are constrained
and impacted by mandate control, school pressures, and style
of leadership. It is substantial evidence for the essential and
psychological need and satisfaction of the context in learning
for the practices and policies that are anchored on the
motivational and traditional models in support of the student’s
and teacher’s needs. Lastly, the introduction of the peacock
model pedagogy in the intervention and innovative catalyst in
the new normal perspective of teaching and learning has been
given emphasis as to participation, questioning and
experimentation, interpretation and application, empathy and
cooperation, and aesthetic and creative expression of
knowledge. It is regarded as a necessary and positive approach
in online learning of students as the basis for constant needs
and innovation to a sustainable educational setting and system.
It is a transformation from traditional classroom teaching to
online teaching, which increases the credibility and integrity of
the lecturers in the new normal skills knowledge and level. It is
an effective and better use of resources in teaching online. It
highlights the reflection and philosophy of education in its
concept and system in the modern evaluation of educational
setting, especially in the new normal perspective where it
adopts the PEACOCK MODEL of teaching and learning
pedagogy. The peacock model is a reflection and analysis of the
validity and attempted plausibility in the current system and
educational setting for a comprehensive innovation and
intervention catalyst and learning pedagogy in the new normal
perspective of teaching and learning (Mondal, 2018).
Concept of the study

Dependent variable
Intervention and innovative
catalyst in the new normal
perspective of teaching and
learning.

Fig. 1: Independent and dependent variables on peacock model pedagogy
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RESEARCH QUESTION
1.

2.

How does peacock model pedagogy improve the
intervention and innovation catalyst in the new normal
perspective of teaching and learning among the
respondents?
Is there a significant difference in the peacock model
pedagogy that improves the intervention and innovation
catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching and
learning as observed by the respondents?

HYPOTHESIS
There is a significant difference in the peacock model pedagogy
that improves the intervention and innovation catalyst in the
new normal perspective of teaching and learning as observed
by the respondents.
METHODOLOGY
The study employs both descriptive quantitative and
qualitative research approaches and design. Quantitative
research is used in analysing the intervention and innovative
catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching and
learning. It establishes and generalizes the facts about the
study. Quantitative research design is adopted the immersive
virtual reality in the method and educational pedagogy that
focuses on the learning outcome, characteristics, intervention
and measures the assessment of the systematic interpretation
and utility of the study, which is essential in the potential
understanding of the pedagogical method, (Hamilton,
McKechnie, Edgerton, & Wilson, (2021). On the other hand,
qualitative research expresses the words to understand the
concept, thought, and experiences to gather the topics and indepth observation that explores the theory on the peacock
model pedagogy as to participation, questioning and
experimentation, interpretation and application, empathy and

cooperation, and aesthetic and creative expression of
knowledge. It generalizes the goals and features of the
qualitative research as to the application of the advanced
integral knowledge that describes the trustworthiness of the
strategy and criteria in maximizing the study as to theory,
approach, meta-synthesis, and content analysis of the findings
(Hays & McKibben, 2021).
Participants of the study
The participants of the study are the professional lecturers in
Commission on Higher Education (HEIs), both private and
public educational institutions in the Philippines.
The
participants are knowledgeable in the topic that can give a
better result and output of the study. The questionnaire is sent
via google form and whoever answers the questionnaire will be
counted as participants—the study comprised thirty six (36)
respondents only.
Sampling techniques
Purposive sampling is utilized in gathering the sample size of
the study. It is a selection of intentional formats based on the
concept that elucidates the specific theme or phenomenon of
the study. It involves the process and iterative research
selection in predetermined criteria and frame samples. It
involves the process of identifying concepts and themes as
indicators of the reflection and observation of the study. It
provides emphasis on the particular samples occupying the
relative endeavor and position. It also utilizes the techniques
and purpose sampling in particular knowledge, experience,
focus and empirical inquiry. On the other hand, purposive
sampling is a development history and its simple and
straightforward complexity in improving the rigor and
trustworthiness of the results of data as to concept and aspect
of the research confirmability, credibility, dependability, and
transferability. It outlines the intent and nature of purposive
sampling and examples of different applications and contexts
(Campbell et al., 2020, p. 8).
Instrument used

Innovation and intervention catalyst in the new normal perspective teaching and learning
Scale
4.20-5.00
3.40-4.19
2.60-3.39
1.80-2.59
1.00-1.79

Descriptive level
Strongly agree
Agree
Moderately agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Descriptive interpretation
Innovation and intervention catalyst of teaching is extremely satisfied
Innovation and intervention catalyst of teaching is very satisfied
Innovation and intervention catalyst of teaching is limited
Innovation and intervention catalyst of teaching is slightly satisfied
Innovation and intervention catalyst of teaching is not satisfied at all

RESULTS
Table 1: Peacock model pedagogy on the intervention and innovation catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching and
learning among the respondents
Indicators
Students are actively participating and developing the quality of leadership and initiative.
Students are able to frame learning-related questions and inquisitive lessons for discussion.
Students are able to explain the related ideas with examples and the application of the lesson.
Students are empathetic towards both the known and unknown persons in the pedagogy of learning in the
new normal.
Students are aesthetic and creative in their new normal learning perspective pedagogy.
Students are less eager for aesthetic and creative activities in their new normal learning perspective
pedagogy.
Students are not expressive and empathized in their innovation and pedagogy of learning in the new
normal perspective.
Students can only interpret and cram the related idea of the lesson.
Students are asked questions, but those are not helpful in learning-related inquisition for the learning
pedagogy.
Less eager to participate in the entire discussion during their online classes.
Students are participating but not willing to interact in the discussion online.
Students are not asked frame learning-friendly related questions but inquisitive for a healthy discussion.
Students are able to partially explain the related ideas with examples but unable to apply the learning
process.
Students are sympathetic towards the known persons in the innovation and intervention of learning.
Students are eager for aesthetic and creative activities in their new normal learning perspective pedagogy.

WM
4.03
3.66
3.75

I
A
A
A

R
1.5
8
3.5

3.75

A

3.5

3.72

A

5.5

3.16

MA

19

3.19

MA

16.5

3.19

MA

16.5

3.25

MA

14

3.16
3.66
3.31

MA
A
MA

19
8
11.5

3.31

MA

11.5

3.59
3.72

A
A

10
5.5
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Indicators
Students are aesthetic and creative in their online classes as part of their innovative learning perspective.
Students are actively empathetic towards the known but only sympathetic towards the unknown process of
learning
Students are able to explain the related ideas with examples but are unable to apply the learning process.
Students are able to frame learning-related questions but have difficulties in exploring to answer the
question raised among them.
Students are participating actively through the exchange of ideas and interactions.
Average weighted mean
Standard deviation

WM
3.66

I
A

R
8

3.25

MA

14

3.16

MA

19

3.25

MA

14

4.03
3.49
0.30

A
A

1.5

Note: WM-refers to the weighted mean to measure the holistic point of view of the response of the respondents, I-refers to the interpretation of the answer of the respondents, R-refers
to the ranking to show the order of the answer of the respondents, A-refers to agree; MA- refers to moderately agree

Table 1 presents the weighted mean and the corresponding
interpretation of peacock model pedagogy on intervention and
innovation catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching
and learning among the respondents. As observed in the table,
rank 1 is shared by the two indicators, which are “Students are
actively participating and developing the quality of leadership
and initiative” and “Students are participating actively through
the exchange of ideas and interactions,” with a weighted mean
of 4.03 or Agree. This shows that innovation and intervention
of the peacock model pedagogy are observed. Rank 2 is also
shared by the two indicators, which are “Students are able to
explain the related ideas with examples and application of the
lesson” and “Students are empathetic towards both the known
and unknown persons in the pedagogy of learning in the new
normal,” with a weighted mean of 3.75 or Agree. This shows
that innovation and intervention of the peacock model
pedagogy in this area are observed. Rank 3 is also shared by
the two indicators, which are “Students are aesthetic and

creative in their new normal learning perspective pedagogy”
and “Students are eager for aesthetic and creative activities in
their new normal learning perspective pedagogy,” with a
weighted mean of 3.72 or Agree. This shows that innovation
and intervention of the peacock model pedagogy in this area
are observed. The least in rank is shared by the three
indicators, which are “Students are less eager for aesthetic and
creative activities in their new normal learning perspective
pedagogy,” “Less-eager to participate in the entire discussion
during their online classes,” and “Students are able to explain
the related ideas with examples but are unable to apply the
learning process,” with a weighted mean of 3.16 or Moderately
Agree. This shows that innovation and intervention of the
peacock model pedagogy are limited. The overall weighted
mean is 3.49 or Agree which means that peacock model
pedagogy in the innovation and intervention catalyst in the
new normal perspective of teaching and learning is observed
among the respondents.

Table 2: Significant difference on the peacock model pedagogy as observed by the respondents
Model

Z computed value

Comparison

Z critical value

Decision

Peacock model pedagogy as observed by the respondents

38.23

>

± 1.96

Rejected

Two-tailed test with level of significance at 0.05 level

Table 2 shows the significant difference in the peacock model
pedagogy that improves the intervention and innovation
catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching and
learning. It reveals in the table that when the variables are
computed, it shows that z commuted value of 38.23 is higher
than the z critical value of ± 1.96, which resulted in the decision

of rejection in the null hypothesis. Therefore, it is safe to say
that there is a significant difference in the peacock model
pedagogy that improves the intervention and innovation
catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching and learning
as observed by the respondents. The alternative hypothesis is
accepted.

Table 3: Thematic analysis and core ideas on the peacock model pedagogy
Theme peacock model

1.

2.

Frequency of responses

Core ideas

Participation

General
General
Typical
Variant






Development quality of leadership and initiative
Exchange of ideas and interactions
Online discussion and interaction
Less-eager to participate

Questioning and experimentation

General
Variant
Variant
Variant






Frame related question/inquisitive
Difficulties in exploring questions
Inquisitive question for healthy discussion
Related question learning pedagogy

Interpretation and application

Variant
Variant
Typical
Typical






Explain the example of lessons
Apply the learning process
Related ideas of the lesson
Emphasis of innovation and pedagogy

Empathy and cooperation

Typical
Variant
Typical
Variant






Pedagogy learning empathy
Sympathy on the learning process
Innovation and intervention of learning
Expressive pedagogy of learning
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3.

Theme peacock model

Frequency of responses

Aesthetic and creative expression
of knowledge

Typical
Typical
General
Variant

Participation
Participation in the innovation and intervention catalyst in the
new normal perspective teaching and learning focuses and
emphasizes on the process and product of systematic pedagogy
and genre in the teacher’s development practices in the cycle of
teaching and learning. Participation in terms of professional
development and collaboration in support that illustrates the
pedagogy of students’ needs (Brisk, Tian, & Ballard, 2021).
Generally, the respondents say that:
“Students are actively participating and developing the quality of
leadership and initiative.” (P16, P9-T1)
“Students are participating actively through the exchange of
ideas and interactions.” (P15, P10-T1)
“Students are participating but not willing to interact in the
discussion online.”(P11, P13-T1)
“Less-eager to participate in the entire discussion during their
online classes.” (P7, P14-T1)
Questioning and experimentation
Questioning and experimentations are deemed and necessary
in the learning pedagogy to enhance innovation in teaching. It
promotes the program and sustainable experimentation
inequitable participation, interest and initiative. It transforms
and responds to the principles and strategy in teaching,
especially in the new normal perspectives in education. It
provides a sustainable classroom pursuit in the engagement of
the creative material and demonstrates the impact of the visual
initiative in teaching outcome and experiment in a dynamic
power of the school-based learning and self-organized learning
and activity (Hector & Kohtala, 2021). The participants
observed that:
“Students are able to frame learning-related questions and
inquisitive lessons for discussion.” (P17, P6-T2)
“Students are able to frame learning-related questions but have
difficulties in exploring to answer the question raised among
them.” (P9, P17-T2)
“Students are not asked frame learning-friendly related
questions but inquisitive for a healthy discussion.” (P10, P14-T2)
“Students are asked questions, but those are not helpful in
learning-related inquisition for the learning pedagogy.” (P9,
P12-T2)
Interpretation and application
Interpretation and application of innovation and intervention
catalyst in the new normal teaching and learning of students
identify the influences and factors of various teaching
strategies in the academic context of learning. It carries the
structural design of pedagogy of teaching and learning
obtained in the peacock model and tool innovation that
influences the teaching positively. It advances and contributes
to the elaboration and practices of students centered learning,
which is highlighted in the application of the model (Pinho,
Franco, & Mendes, 2021). Typically, the participants express that:
“Students are able to explain the related ideas with examples and
application of the lesson.” (P13, P10-T3)
“Students are able to explain the related ideas with examples but
are unable to apply the learning process.” (P9, P13-T3)
“Students are able to partially explain the related ideas with
examples but unable to apply the learning process.” (P5, P17-T3)
“Students can only interpret and cram the related idea of the
lesson.” (P7, P17-T3)
Empathy and cooperation
Empathy and cooperation in the catalyst of innovation and
intervention in the new normal perspective of teaching and
learning respond to the learning diversity of students. It
provides the process and methods of various transformations
in the pedagogy of teaching-based models in cooperation with

Core ideas





Creative and aesthetic pedagogy of learning
Online classes innovation
Aesthetic and creative activities
Less aesthetic and creative activities

students and teachers. It is a journey made from traditional
teaching to online teaching courses in the classroom action and
implementation of cooperative learning methods of teaching
and perspective. It analyses the action and process of the
teacher’s technique in teaching and observation. It transforms
the improvement in teaching and practices based on the
cooperative learning method of teaching support and
involvement in continuous training in the quality of education
among teachers and students (Muñoz-Martínez, GárateVergara, & Marambio-Carrasco, 2021). Typically, the
participants emphasize that:
“Students are empathetic towards both the known and unknown
persons in the pedagogy of learning in the new normal.” (P15,
P8-T4)
“Students are actively empathetic towards the known but only
sympathetic towards the unknown process of learning.” (P9,
P16-T4)
“Students are sympathetic towards the known persons in the
innovation and intervention of learning.” (P13, P4-T4)
“Students are not expressive and empathized in their innovation
and pedagogy of learning in the new normal perspective.” (P7,
P17-T4)
Aesthetic and creative expression of knowledge
Aesthetic creativity and experience overlap the process in the
conscious cognitive practice in teaching that designs and
focuses on the enhanced and creative, effective learning and
perspective in the new normal. It provides a better effect and
understanding of the controlled practice and intervention on
the innovation catalyst and pedagogy of teaching and learning.
It facilitates the best creativity of learning among students. It
provides experience in a design aesthetic and creativity that
examines the teaching and learning of the present new normal
situation in the educational setting through association, life
experience, perception analysis, function analysis, and emotion
aesthetic creativity evocation. The engagement of the stimuli
intervention practices contributes to the analytical
enhancement thinking of the learners for creative
improvement that influences the learning effect, innovation,
and intervention (Yeh, Hsu, & Yastrubinskiy, 2021). Typically,
the participants emphasized that:
“Students are aesthetic and creative in their new normal
learning perspective pedagogy.” (P16, P8-T5)
“Students are aesthetic and creative in their online classes as
part of their innovative learning perspective.” (P15, P5-T5)
“Students are eager for aesthetic and creative activities in their
new normal learning perspective pedagogy.” (P16, P6-T5)
“Students are less eager for aesthetic and creative activities in
their new normal learning perspective pedagogy.” (P7, P15-T5)
DISCUSSION
The peacock model pedagogy provides a framework on
intervention and innovation catalyst in the new normal
perspective of teaching and learning among the respondents. It
shows that students are actively participating and developing
the quality of leadership and initiative in their online learning
classes. Likewise also that students are participating actively
through the exchange of ideas and interactions, which are
essential in the discussion during their online lesson. It shows
that students are able to explain the related ideas with
examples and application of the lesson and are empathetic
towards both the known and unknown knowledge in the
pedagogy of learning in the new normal which the model of
peacock pedagogy is observed. Hence, students are aesthetic
and creative in their new normal learning perspective
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pedagogy and eager for aesthetic and creative activities. On the
other hand, students who are less eager for aesthetic and
creative activities in their new normal learning perspective
pedagogy were eager to participate in the entire discussion
during their online classes. They are able to explain the related
ideas with examples but are unable to apply the learning
process. Hence, peacock model pedagogy promotes innovation
in the teaching and learning tools for both lecturers and
teachers in the integration of management and teaching design
curriculum and assessment technology pedagogy and strategy
(Ellis & Goodyear, 2019). Moreover, results of participation on
peacock model pedagogy on intervention and innovation in the
new normal perspective in teaching and learning develops and
participates actively their students in their quality of
leadership and initiatives where it analyses the leading catalyst
of students in their leadership quality and initiative to define
better student in their curricular change and leadership on
their role in broadening student leadership, empowerment and
success recognition beyond educational passive and
consumption, (Burk-Rafel et al., 2020). It also shows that
students are actively participating through exchange
interaction and ideas where it remains an issue on various
modules and subject challenges in the online classroom
teaching. It involves various activities in adopting the roles that
focus on the interactive lessons on learners’ needs, support and
practice (Wieselmann, Dare, Ring‐Whalen, & Roehrig, 2020).
On the other hand, it also shows that students are not willing to
interact and participate in the online discussion where it
results in both lesser or eager participation depending on the
mood of students in their online classes and discussions. It
demonstrates the behavioral and motivational process that
explains among students in the new normal learning
enhancement than face-to-face courses as well as their online
courses. There is a need to create a flexible competing
responsibility and performance of students in the academic
activities, and implication of control effect selection and
characteristic (McPartlan, Rutherford, Rodriguez, Shaffer, &
Holton, 2021). On the other hand, the result of the questioning
and experimentation on the peacock model pedagogy in the
innovation and intervention of the new normal perspective
teaching and learning emphasized that students are able to
frame learning related to inquisitive and question lessons for
discussion where questioning is based on the student needs
and materials of learning in a valuable lesson and assistance. It
develops and aims in the interactive evaluation of learning
materials to equip in the improvement of skills, critical
thinking, and effectiveness of students (Djamas, Tinedi, &
Yohandri, 2021). It also shows that students are able to frame
learning-related questions but have difficulties in exploring to
answer the question raised among them. This is where the art
of questioning will be given emphasis to motivate students in
their learning process, especially during their online classes.
Questions given to students must explore the critical thinking,
resourcefulness, and power to understand the lesson in their
module. They need to understand these techniques for better
learning output (Willingham, 2021). Hence, it also shows that
students are not asked frame learning-friendly related
questions but inquisitive for a healthy discussion. This will help
students to increase their belief, attitude and knowledge about
the lesson to be discussed and behavior capability on selflearning and efficacy. It determines the effectiveness of the
questions being raised that motivates and boosts the morale of
students in their learning process, which is effective and
improves the capacity and ability of students in their studies
(Kulik et al., 2019). It also reveals that students are asked
questions but those are not helpful in learning-related
inquisition for the learning pedagogy where learning processes
are provided even during their orientation at the start of their
online classes even their lecturers that provide scientific,
educational integration process that involves interaction
among the learners as to their leading learning, elaboration,
and inquisition result (Hongyan, 2018). Furthermore, the
result of interpretation and application on the peacock model
pedagogy of innovation and intervention of the new normal

perspective teaching and learning shows students are able to
explain the related ideas with examples and application of the
lesson where it examines the learning differences of the
learners who are provided instructions and examples in their
online lessons on key concepts. It analyses the modeled
outcome in the moderated effect and creates lessons for
student’s clarification and assistance (Bolkan & Goodboy,
2019). Hence, students are able to explain the related ideas
with examples but are unable to apply the learning process due
to the growth and rapid technology and computer learning
integrated with intelligence techniques to develop a
personalized system of education. The system and
performance of the learners and experiences are interfaces and
designed for the learning enhancement in the new normal of
educational existence and system at present (Mousavinasab et
al., 2021). Besides, students are able to partially explain the
related ideas with examples but unable to apply the learning
process where resources and attention are accounted for
through focal and task resources and examples presented in
the lesson online as application and interpretation of the
learning process. It interferes with the task and performance
requires resources and attention to improve the depth and
automated performance of students. It explicits and implicit
the learner’s prediction in providing novel evidence indicated
in the attention and collaboration performance of the learners
(Brosowsky, Murray, Schooler, & Seli, 2021). Likewise,
students can only interpret and cram the related idea of the
lesson where skills, decision making and interpretation are
observed with respect to the management events in the online
lesson. It also focuses on student learning and instruction
context (Stahnke & Blömeke, 2021).
Consequently, the result of empathy and cooperation on the
peacock model pedagogy in the intervention and innovation of
the new normal perspective teaching and learning shows that
students are empathetic towards both the known and
unknown persons in the pedagogy of learning in the new
normal brought by the challenges and extraordinary covid
crises in the educational sectors that plans and implements the
procedures for the new normal educational system to sustain
the educational context in the quality of education despite the
modality of learning in consideration of implementation and
planning of the policy in the new normal of the educational
system. It responds to the challenges, issues, trends, problems
in the educational norm (Tria, 2020). Also, students are
actively empathetic towards the known but only sympathetic
towards the unknown process of learning where it expands the
implementation and identifies the critical education in practice
as a constraint in the characterized policy practices in the new
normal perspective of teaching and learning. It represents and
generates the practices and dispositions of lecturers and
strategic practice and implications in the new normal process
(Rodriguez, Monreal, & Howard, 2020). It is noted that
students are sympathetic towards the known persons in the
innovation and intervention of learning where independent
learning is experienced among the students. It is indeed a
challenge in the educational system to design the learning
curriculum and to motivate and encourage independent
learning to equip students online (Tan, 2021). In addition,
students are not expressive and empathized in their innovation
and pedagogy of learning in the new normal perspective that
impacted the educational system. It explores the augment and
possible learning and development holistic on various
educational institutions in leveraging the emotional
intelligence practices and strategies in assisting the learning
development in the new normal perspective of teaching. It
illustrates the skills suitability competency to adapt and cope
with the needs of the learners in the new normal (Warrier,
John, & Warrier, 2021). Lastly, the result of aesthetic and
creative expression of knowledge in the innovative and
intervention in the new normal perspective of teaching and
learning shows that students are aesthetic and creative in their
new normal learning perspective pedagogy where they are
successful in their learning process as regards to the
implementation and description of the lesson. References and
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perspectives are made on the process and instruments on the
knowledge and implication of the learning, integration and
impact, (Avgerinou, 2021). Hence, it also shows that students
are aesthetic and creative in their online classes as part of their
innovative learning perspective. It helps students to advocate
their thinking order and skills on the essential cultivation and
innovation of the student’s learning process. It indicates that
creativity and aesthetics provide positive influences on the
perceived innovation in the courses and deliveries of the
students (Barak & Yuan, 2021). On the other hand, students are
eager for aesthetic and creative activities in the new normal
learning perspective pedagogy that improves the achievement
of the students in their potential success and creativity
development in the modern education and learning in the
challenges and context of knowledge advocate and application
of their aesthetic innovation and exploration, (Hau, Cuong, &
Tinh, 2020). It also shows that students are less eager for
aesthetic and creative activities in the new normal learning
perspective pedagogy because of the transition of the learning
atmosphere from traditional to the online learning process.
Therefore, it is important to explore the pedagogy of the
different approaches to the learning process among students
especially on the intended goals and motivation that integrates
on the learning of students (Franklin et al., 2020, pp. 14-24).
CONCLUSION
1. It shows that students are actively participating and
developing the quality of leadership and initiative and are
actively participating through the exchange of ideas and
interactions in the peacock model pedagogy on the innovation
of teaching and learning
2. In terms of participation, it shows that students are actively
participating and developing the quality of leadership and
initiative and are participating actively through the exchange of
ideas and interactions.
3. In terms of questioning and experimentation, it shows that
students are able to frame learning-related questions and
inquisitive lessons for discussion and are able to frame
learning-related questions but have difficulties in exploring to
answer the question raised among them.
4. In terms of empathy and cooperation, it shows that students
are empathetic towards both the known and unknown persons
in the pedagogy of learning in the new normal and are actively
empathetic towards the known but only sympathetic towards
the unknown process of learning.
5. In terms of aesthetic and creative expression of knowledge, it
shows that students are aesthetic and creative in the new
normal learning perspective pedagogy and are aesthetic and
creative in their online classes as part of their innovative
learning perspective.
Recommendation
1. Peacock model pedagogy on the intervention and innovation
catalyst in the new normal perspective of teaching and learning
must be imposed because students are less eager for aesthetic
and creative activities in the new normal learning perspective
pedagogy since students are able to explain the related ideas
with examples but are unable to apply the learning process.
2. Participation among students must be encouraged and
must be imposed by the lecturers because students are
participating but not willing to interact in the discussion
online and are less eager to participate in the entire
discussion during their online classes.
3. Questioning and experimentation must be explored by the
lecturers since students are asked questions but are not helpful
in learning-related inquisition for the learning pedagogy and
are able to frame learning-related questions but have
difficulties in exploring to answer the question raised among
them. Art of questioning must be implemented properly for the
innovation of the teaching and learning process.
4. Interpretation and application must be emphasized among
the lecturers since students are able to explain the related
ideas with examples but are unable to apply the learning
process and can only interpret and cram the related idea of
the lesson.

5. Empathy and cooperation must be encouraged since
students are sympathetic towards the known persons in the
innovation and intervention of learning and are not expressive
and empathized in their innovation and pedagogy of learning in
the new normal perspective.
6. Aesthetic and creative expression of knowledge must be
given emphasis and must be explored by the lecturers because
students are aesthetic and creative in their online classes as
part of their innovative learning perspective and are less eager
for aesthetic and creative activities in their new normal
learning perspective pedagogy.
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